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New officers took their places recently on 
your board of directors. George Obernagel 

of Waterloo was named your Chairman, Joel 
Harres of Columbia was named Vice-Chairman 
and Gary Gregson of rural Hecker was named 
Secretary-Treasurer. The board thanks retiring 
Chairman Richard Liefer for his years of  
acting Chairman!

Left to right: Joel Harres, Vice-Chairman;  
George Obernagel, Chairman; and Gary Gregson, 
Secretary-Treasurer

New officers installed for your board of directors

How humidity affects your home and energy bill, PART 1

Heating and cooling your home 
may seem simple in theory. Your 

furnace heats when you need it to, and 
when the weather is hot, your air condi-
tioner cools your home. However, several 
factors affect the overall comfort level 
and energy efficiency of your home. 
 Updated heating and cooling equip-
ment and mindful energy usage can 
increase the energy efficiency of our 
homes, but what about other factors 
such as humidity? Most people aren’t 
aware of the impact that humidity can 
have on energy use. 
 Humidity is a way to measure the 
amount of water vapor in the air at any 
given time. In the hot summer months in 
Illinois, we feel that moisture when we’re 
outside. Humid air can be challenging to 
properly cool. Because humidity reduces 
the rate of evaporation of moisture from 
our skin, it prevents our bodies from 
cooling properly and can make us feel 
hotter than we were at the same tem-
perature in a drier climate. 
 If your home has high humidity lev-
els, your air conditioner condenser will 
have to run longer and more frequently 
to reach a comfortable temperature, and 

even when you reach the right tempera-
ture, you might still feel too warm. High 
indoor humidity ultimately increases 
wear and tear on your air conditioner, 
costing you more down the road, but it 
also means higher bills as you try to cool 
to a level that is comfortable. Not only 
will the increased humidity cause com-
fort issues but many manufacturers will 
not warranty equipment or other items 
such as wood floors if the humidity level 
in your home is too high. 
 How can you reduce the relative 
humidity levels in your home and de-
crease your utility bills during summer 
months? Here are some tips:

Make your home energy efficient by 
ensuring that it is properly insulated 
and sealed to keep the heat and 
humidity from getting inside. 
 Leaky ducts (in unconditioned space), 
windows and doors can cause energy 
loss, making the HVAC system work 
harder to wring the moisture out of the 
air and exacerbate potential indoor air 
quality issues. Homes that are “sealed 
tight” are easier to keep cool and dry. 

Make sure your HVAC system is the 
right size. 
 The U.S. Department of Energy esti-
mates that most current residential sys-
tems are oversized. If your HVAC unit 
is too big, you will pay higher energy 
bills, and you won’t get the efficiency 
level or comfort you want and expect. It 
is likely that the unit is “short cycling,” 
constantly turning off and on, never 
achieving optimum efficiency. When 
the unit runs in short bursts, it will not 
operate long enough to eliminate the 
humidity in your home. Likewise, when 
the HVAC unit is too small, it will run 
constantly. Damp, cool indoor air cre-
ates a muggy atmosphere that can lead 
to the growth of mold and mildew. This 
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can be a concern for those who suffer 
from allergies. 
 If you have a multi-stage variable 
speed system or if your air conditioning 
unit is properly sized, you may not need 
to remove humidity because it will act 
as a dehumidifier. 

Reduce the humidity you are  
already producing through fans  
and dehumidifiers. 
 Kitchens and bathrooms are the 
biggest contributors to higher humidity 
levels. When cooking, especially when 
boiling water, run the vent fan. In the 
bathroom, run the vent fan when bath-
ing or showering. Keep the fan on up 
to 30 minutes after you have finished in 
order to eliminate the residual moisture 
in the air. 
 Run dehumidifiers to reduce humid-
ity in your home. You can program your 
dehumidifier for a certain percentage: 
generally, 40 percent is best for comfort 
during the summer months. A target of 
40 percent relative humidity will also 
prevent mold and damage to interior 
woodwork, windows and walls.
 If you reduce the indoor humidity 
level, you may be able to maintain a 
comfortable indoor temperature using 
ceiling fans or a whole house fan. The 
air movement from the fan will cre-
ate a “wind chill” effect and increase 
comfort. Continue to run ceiling fans 
when not in the room or when not at 
home if humidity is high. This helps 
to continue air movement and reduce 
stale or musty smells in the home. 
 Dehumidifiers and vent fans cost 
money to run. However, the energy 
used to exhaust the humidity is worth 
it due to the overall energy savings you 
will receive from running your HVAC 
system less. 

Make sure your home and basement 
are dry and do not have water 
running in. 
 Check outside causes of additional 
moisture in your home such as gutters 
and downspouts to make sure that they 

are directed away from your home as 
well as make sure there are no leaks 
or blockage. If rainwater leaks out and 
saturates the ground surrounding your 
home, some of the moisture can eventu-
ally migrate into your house. 

Relocate house plants outside during 
the summer months. 
Excess moisture from plants can cause 
humidity to rise indoors. 

Insulate duct work in unconditioned 
spaces and have coils and filters 
cleaned in your HVAC unit.
This is part one of a two-part series. 
Stay tuned for the October issue where 
we will cover humidity during the 
winter. For more info on improving the 
comfort of your home through energy 
efficiency, contact Monroe County 
Electric Cooperative at 800-757-7433.

American Red 
Cross Blood Drive  
at the cooperative 
office on Friday, 
November 22,  

2 – 6 p.m.

Mark your 
calendars!!!
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MCEC line outages - July 2019
Date Duration # Out Location Cause Desc Substation

7/1/2019 2:19 4 B Rd Lightning Fults

7/2/2019 1:03 9 Shield Ln/Schreder Ln Small Animals or Birds Poe

7/2/2019 1:47 29 Doyle Rd Vehicles or Machinery Poe

7/3/2019 1:12 76 Croatia Dr/D Rd/Country 
Oaks 

Vehicles or Machinery Collumbia

7/3/2019 1:31 7 Holland Ln Trees, Other East Carondelet

7/8/2019 1:15 13 Powell Rd Unknown Poe

7/10/2019 6:39 209 Imbs Station Rd Weather, Other East Carondelet

7/10/2019 1:12 8 Kropp Rd Lightning Millstadt

7/10/2019 1:46 7 Kropp Rd Lightning Millstadt

7/10/2019 3:42 2 Imbs Station Rd Lightning East Carondelet

7/13/2019 3:31 2 Sutterville Rd Vehicles or Machinery Fults

7/19/2019 3:06 625 Waterloo Area Small Animals or Birds North Waterloo

7/23/2019 1:12 9 Rt 3 Large Animals Poe

7/26/2019 0:33 583 Rt 156 Vehicles or Machinery Waterloo

Tell us about yourself 
I married my high school sweetheart, 
Miranda. I have two children, 
Matthew, 20 and Addison, 12 years 
old. I live in rural Fults and enjoy 
being outdoors.

When I was a child, I wanted 
to be: 
A park ranger

If I could have any meal to eat, 
it would include:
Pizza, hot wings and beer

Describe the best vacation 
you ever took:
A trip to Colorado that involved 
multi-pitch rock climbing, 4x4 
through mountains and hiking

Do you have a collection of 
something?
Off  road vehicles

What was your favorite thing to 
play as a child? 
Fishing & hunting

What do you see yourself 
doing after you retire?
Traveling the world

Matt Kish
Journeyman Lineman
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Teaching youngsters the important lesson  
of energy efficiency

Electronic and mobile devices, TVs, 
computers and gaming stations 

have become ubiquitous fixtures in our 
homes, particularly those with chil-
dren. Consumer electronics coupled 
with the proliferation of smart home 
appliances, technology and electric 
vehicles have slowly but steadily 
changed our homes and lifestyles.
  This ever-connected world is the 
modern environment in which chil-
dren are growing up. With lifestyles 
increasingly reliant on technology and 
in turn, energy consumption, teaching 
youngsters to save energy is an impor-
tant life lesson.

The why
Before parents can teach their children 
how to save energy, they must first 
answer the question, “What’s in it 
for me?” As most parents can attest, 
convincing kids to care about energy 
efficiency is a hard sell. Parents need 
to explain why it’s important to save 
energy and how it benefits the child – 
otherwise they will not understand the 
need to change their habits and will be 
less motivated to do so. In the simplest 
terms, less money spent on an electric 
bill can mean more money used for 
fun activities (that’s something chil-
dren can relate to!).
 Less tangible, but just as important, 
using less energy means running your 
home more efficiently, conserving 
natural resources and helping the 
environment.

Learning by doing
Because “saving energy” is an abstract 

concept for children, be specific about 
energy efficiency actions and set an 
example. We know that children learn 
by observing what their parents do. 
Even if they don’t say anything, chil-
dren are processing your actions. When 
you turn off lights when leaving a room 
or unplug the phone charger once the 
device is fully charged, they will notice.

Learning about energy efficiency 
doesn’t have to be a boring lecture. 
Make it fun for greater impact.

For younger kids, turn energy 
efficiency into a “treasure hunt” game 
to locate all the things in your home 
that use electricity. Depending on the 
age of the children, challenge them 
to count and group the items into 
categories: electronics, appliances, 
lights, etc. If age appropriate, have 
them create a list. Ask which gadgets 
and appliances could be turned off or 
unplugged to save power every day.

For older children, show them how 
to program the smart thermostat 
and appliances. Shop with them for 
LED lights and discuss ENERGY 
STAR-rated appliances. Show them 
the electric bill so they can see the 
costs, energy use and how their actions 
impact the bill.

Kids of all ages can learn a few 
simple energy-saving habits that can 
last a lifetime:
• Turn off lights, devices, computers 

and video consoles when not in use.

• Open blinds and curtains during 
winter days to let warm sunlight in 
and close them during summer days 
to keep your home cooler.

• If your children are old enough to 
run the dishwasher or wash their 
own clothes, teach them to run these 
appliances only with a full load and 
during off-peak energy hours.

Rewards
Offer rewards for agreed upon mile-

stones. Rewards provide positive rein-
forcement on energy-saving actions. 
The idea is to create a habit of being 
energy efficient. For parents, this could 
mean less nagging about turning off 
the lights!

Teaching your children about saving 
energy is not only a creative way to 
spend time with them; it helps your 
home to be more energy efficient and 
can instill good habits that will benefit 
your child long into adulthood.




